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1 Summary

1.1 Motivation

There is a variety of biological processes with gas involvement, such as photosynthesis and

respiration (O2/CO2), denitrification (N2), and methanogenesis (CH4). Dedicated gas sensors

for every single gas do exist. However, there is no sensor which is equally applicable for all

gases, although it is sometimes necessary to quantify a blend of gases in order to solve a

certain scientific problem. A gas sensor based on Raman spectroscopy should be able to

measure all molecular gases simultaneously, because it is based on the characteristic

inherent molecular vibrations of a gas. A major drawback of Raman spectroscopy is the low

efficiency of the Raman process. This could be compensated with the high exciting laser

power of an optical cavity arrangement. A Raman gas device which is based on cavity

enhanced Raman gas spectrometry should have many advantages over common gas sensors

and should be applicable for a variety of scientific questions.

The present work describes the modification of such a device in hard and software to fit the

demands like versatility and sensitivity of various biogeochemical gas measurements. Three

selected applications with increasing degree of complexity are presented. The objective is to

show that Raman gas spectrometry can be a superior novel tool in biophotonics with its

advantages arising mostly from the new sensing mechanism compared to the present

solutions.
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1.2 Current State of Research

Mobile, on site and cost efficient multi gas sensors with low power consumption are

important for life sciences and environmental research. Applications include e.g. isotope

quantification1,2, biogas analysis3,4, breath gas analysis5 and environmental monitoring6 9.

Relevant gases include N2, O2, CO2, CH4 and N2O10. Generally, the simultaneous quantitative

detection of multiple gases is desired.

In the context of environmental gas sensing gaseous nitrogen compounds such as N2 and

N2O play an essential role in the intensive agriculture as the end product of denitification11

14. Especially dinitrogen gas is not easily sensed by optical means except by Raman

spectroscopy15, however it can be sensed by exploiting its ionization potential16. Raman gas

spectrometry is one of the rare methods that are able to detect and quantify all diatomic

gases, especially homoatomics like nitrogen and oxygen. Oxygen plays an important role in

aerobic bioprocesses and photosynthesis. Common oxygen sensors include paramagnetic

sensors, electrochemical sensors like the Nernst cell, semi conductive oxygen sensors, and

photoluminescence sensors17. Carbon dioxide is the main product of combusting processes

like respiration. For carbon dioxide detection galvanic as well as optical near infrared (NIR)

absorption sensors are commonly used. Stable isotopes like 13CO2 are often used for isotope

labeling, because of their availability, price and innocuousness. Isotopes like 12/13CO2 and
14/15N2 are hard to distinguish, due to their very similar chemical properties. They are

conventionally quantified by means of complex laboratory based isotope ratio mass

spectrometry (IRMS)18. A laser spectroscopic technique for CO2 quantification with

remarkable development throughout the past years is cavity ring down spectroscopy

(CRDS)19. This technique enables the portable highly sensitive quantification of many single

gases like CH4, N2O, CO2 and H2O. New broadband methods promise the simultaneous

measurement more than one gas in a single cavity20. However, one major drawback of these

broadband methods is the limited availability of NIR broadband sources and the lower

reflectivity of broadband mirrors.

Solutions for single gas analysis are available, but most applications require the simultaneous

analysis of several gases at once. The small number of detectable environmental gases,

which is often criticized in reviews5,21, is due to the lack of capable devices, available for that
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purpose. To increase this number, several electrochemical sensors are combined in a

portable multi gas measurement device. The device gets more complex by this combination

of multiple sensors, because the requirements and characteristics of every single sensor

have to be taken into account. The parallel use of several unspecific sensors mimes the

human or animal nose and is therefore called electronic nose22,23 or optical nose

respectively24,25. These approaches achieve higher specificity but also combine

disadvantages like aging, drift and saturation23.

Multi gas sensors are able to detect a whole range of gases with a single method. Examples

are mass spectrometry (MS), ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) and mid (MIR) or near

infrared (NIR) absorption spectrometry. The gases are spectrally separated, which allows

distinct identification and quantification. However, all common methods show essential

disadvantages. Mass spectrometry is limited in portability, because of the necessary turbo

pumps for high vacuum. This is circumvented in ion mobility spectrometry where ambient

air serves as a drift gas. These devices are especially suited for simultaneous detection of

small ionizable industrial gases or chemical warfare agents26. Another method for multi gas

detection is infrared spectroscopy. The mid infrared spectral range offers sensitive

detection, because it exploits vibration transitions of molecules with high absorption

cross sections. However the optics needed for these wavelengths are expensive and often

sensitive to water. Common SiO2 based optics are sufficient for the near infrared range,

where overtones of the fundamental vibrational modes are located.

Raman gas analysis is a spectroscopic method which enables detection and quantification of

all gases mentioned above including nitrogen. Also unknown gases can be detected and

hints about their structure are obtained. However, the effect of inelastic light scattering is

inherently very weak27 and the molecule density of gases is low. This makes the detection of

low gas concentrations via Raman spectroscopy very challenging. Possibilities to improve the

detection limits include enhanced excitation and collection efficiency of the scattered light.

The excitation efficiency is increased approx. 50 times with the help of multi reflection cells

and spherical mirrors28,29. Detection limits in the hundred ppm range were obtained with

these methods30. High finesse power build up cavities can increase the field of a laser diode
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up to three orders of magnitude31,32. This could improve the detection limit by one more

order of magnitude leading to detection limits in the ten ppm range.

With only few exceptions such as monoatomic gases like the noble gases, all gases can be

measured simultaneously with Raman gas spectrometry. The inelastic scattering process is

inherently fast compared to other methods and linear in the complete dynamic range. The

whole system as well as the costs should be miniaturizable since the substantial progress in

semiconductor optoelectronics, namely charge coupled devices (CCD) and laser diodes (LD).

This makes the method universally applicable for a variety of applications like investigation

of respirational processes (O2/CO2), photosynthesis (CO2/O2), methanogenesis (CH4) and

denitrification (N2O, N2). Therefore the method is superior to a complex and cost intensive

combination of most diverse techniques which would be necessary to cover the quantitative

detection of all relevant biogenic gases.
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1.3 Theory and Setup

The ability to detect all gases is fundamental for Raman gas spectrometry. This chapter

briefly describes the necessary theory as well as the setup for Raman gas spectroscopy.

1.3.1 Quantitative Raman Gas Spectroscopy

Raman scattering is utilized for molecular spectroscopy and to some extent complementary

to infrared absorption spectroscopy. Raman scattering reveals information about the

structure and properties of molecules via vibrational transitions. The majority of the Raman

scattered light is shifted to longer wavelengths (Stokes scattering)33. Raman scattering leads

to a very weak signal and to an insufficient signal to noise ratio for certain applications

aiming for high sensitivity compared to other spectroscopic techniques like absorption

spectroscopy. Several parameters can improve the sensitivity and therefore the limit of

detection. These are expressed by the simplified equation34,35:

. (1)

In this equation, represents the intensity of exciting field, the intensity of the Raman

scattered light, is the molecule density of the measured gas (parts per cm 3). The factor

represents the detection efficiency of the experimental setup and takes intensity losses

related to signal collection geometry, the optical components (mirrors, grating efficiencies),

and quantum efficiency of the detector into account. contributes to the solid angle of the

signal collection optics and the effective scattering length is the probe volume length .

, the absolute differential Raman scattering cross section (in cm2 sr 1) is herein

given by following equation,

(2)

where is the excitation wavenumber, the wavenumber of the Raman signal, is the

degeneracy of the Raman mode, and are the isotropic and anisotropic part of the

polarizability tensor (C2 V 2 m4)36. From the above equation (1), we can observe a linear

relationship between the intensity of the Raman scattered light and the laser intensity, as

well as the particle density of the gas. The particle density is related to the pressure by the

ideal gas law and is thus linear with pressure. According to equation (1), there are multiple
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options to improve the performance of a Raman gas sensor, as for instance: increased gas

pressure, collection angle, reduced exciting wavelength, reduced gas temperature and

increased exciting laser power I0.

1.3.2 Cavity enhanced Raman Spectroscopy

The setup that was used for the measurements was a Raman gas monitor prototype built

within a cooperation of Philips Medizin Systeme Boeblingen GmbH and Carl Zeiss Jena

GmbH. It is based on a power build up cavity that increases the exciting laser power by

several orders of magnitude. The optical cavity as well as further setup constituents for

biogenic gas analysis are discussed in this chapter.

Miniaturization plays a major role in mobile and portable gas analysis based on Raman

spectroscopy. This has been considered using miniaturized parts, for example light source

and detector. Figure 1 shows the principle setup and Figure 2 some example Raman spectra.

The laser cavity consists of an external 650 nm laser diode with anti reflection coating at the

front facet. The emitted light of the laser diode is focused into the center of the cavity. The

cavity is pumped through the input coupler mirror and the beam is reflected back from the

high reflective end mirror. Both of these mirrors have extremely low scattering losses and

form a stable confocal resonator. A cavity of this geometry and with these reflectivity values

acts as a power build up cavity (PBC) supporting a Gaussian beam inside the cavity. The laser

diode feeds about 50 mW of power into the cavity and acts as the gain medium. Due to the

very low losses inside the cavity the power there builds up by a factor of several thousand to

more than 100 W. Figure 1 illustrates the optical pathway.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the optical pathway. Blue: resonator mode in the power build up cavity. Green lines
indicate inelastically scattered light.

The spectrograph in the system has a very compact design. The radiation scattered from the

laser beam is collimated by an aspherical lens and falls onto a planar diffraction grating. The

diffracted spectrally separated radiation is imaged by an aspherical camera lens onto a linear

CCD array of 512 elements. The wavelength range covered by this spectrograph allows to

record the Stokes shifted Raman scattered light of the gas molecules interacting with the

laser beam. Behind the collimator lens a long pass Rayleigh filter is mounted in the parallel

beam in order to filter Rayleigh scattered light from the signal impinging onto the CCD array.

With this device it is possible to acquire spectra within a measurement time of 33 ms. The

gas sample is pumped through the cavity. Changes of gas composition over time can be

monitored with high temporal precision. The thermal measurement of the gas flow is

facilitated and this is used to ensure and adjust a continuous gas flow. Dust particles are

filtered out before entering the laser cavity by sterile filters. The gas sample is continuously

monitored for temperature, pressure and flow. The number density of each gas component

in the volume interacting with the laser beam is a measure of its relative abundance in the

sample. Quantification of the partial pressures of the gas species in the sample is

accomplished via calibration of the system with pure samples of each gas of interest. Some

prominent gas spectra are plotted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Raman spectra of some prominent gases. The spectral intensity is normalized to one for better visibility.

Linearity and Scaling

All signal influences that are not related to the gas concentration have to be compensated to

establish Raman gas spectrometry as method for quantitative analysis. First of all, the Raman

spectrum is intra cavity power dependent. This was investigated in a diode current tuning

while acquiring Raman spectra in Figure 3a. It was found that the Raman intensity scales

linear with the laser diode current (Figure 3b).

a b
Figure 3: Spectra of 23% vol. CO2 in Argon versus the gain medium current (unit: mA). The spectral intensity scales with
the current. Band height analysis of the spectra of the 1387 cm 1band. No deviations other than statistical uncertainty
from linearity are visible.

High light intensities could lead to nonlinear effects. However, no deviations from intensity

were observed. Reasons are the low matter density of gases and, with respect to nonlinear

effects, the low intra cavity power.
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Dynamic Range and Limit of Detection

Stability and reproducibility of the spectral intensity was the first requirement for

quantitative measurements. The second is the linearity of the Raman signal with the analyte

concentration. It is crucial if a simple and fast calibration is desired A linear fit through the

origin and one point proved to be sufficient, because of the excellent linearity over the

whole dynamic range (Figure 4a) on the one hand and stable spectral background leading to

an unbiased signal after background correction on the other hand.

a b
Figure 4: a) Analysis of the dynamic range. The band height increases linearly with the concentration in a range of four
orders of magnitude.
b) Spectrum of 80 ppm CO2 in Ar. The peak height at 1387 cm

1 is 241, the standard deviation of the noise in the range of
1000…1200 cm 1 was determined to be 16. The LOD is supposed to be three times the standard deviation of the baseline
noise, equaling 48 ppm if only the peak height of the highest peak is evaluated. The LOD reduces/improves further, if
more CCD pixels are taken into account.

The measurable concentration range spans over almost six orders of magnitude, ranging

from 100 % vol. down to ca. 50 ppm. No saturation occurs within this very large range

compared to other gas sensors. Linearity governs the whole range which is a very strong and

rare advantage of this method.

The limit of detection (LOD) for CO2 can be estimated by analyzing the low concentration

spectrum in Figure 3b. Generally, LOD is considered as a peak height equaling three times

the baseline noise ( = 3). This yields an LOD of 48 ppm for CO2. The exact LOD depends on

the actual differential Raman cross section of each gas species. A brief overview of Raman

cross sections of prominent gases normalized to the one of N2 is found in Table 1. Reported

ratios27 were adjusted to 650 nm using an assumed frequency dependence of . The
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absolute differential Raman cross section for the vibrational line (Q branch) in nitrogen was

adjusted from the same reference and resulted in 8.81*10 32 cm²sr 1mol 1.

Table 1: Important biogenic gases, their transition wavenumbers and the differential cross sections with respect to the
one of N2 for an excitation wavelength of 650 nm.

Gas
frequency

/ cm 1
ratio

N2 2331 1.0

O2 1556 1.4

CO2 ( 1) 1388 1.5

CO2 (2 2) 1286 1.0

N2O ( 1) 1285 2.4

N2O ( 3) 2224 0.5

CH4 ( 1) 2914 5.7

C6H6 ( 1) 3062 6.6

C6H6 ( 2) 992 10.1

Data processing and result validation was done with a software which also allows working

with different setups for parallel monitoring of two or more samples. One concentration has

to be measured for calibration. Gases are therefore measured either as pure gases or as

known mixtures with an inert gas. The reproducibility of the calibration process was

determined by measuring the calibrated gas again. The relative standard deviation of this

procedure was below 0.3 %. The concentrations were obtained using a classical least square

fit of the calibrated pure gas spectra and the measured spectrum, this is called soft

modeling37. Therefore an over determined linear equation system is solved:

Equation 1: Least square fit of pure gas spectra and unknown spectrum.

with calibration gas g, analysis gas a, Intensity I, CCD pixel n, and number of gases m. The

validation of the calibration procedure in this thesis is carried out with a total of three

points: the pure gas, a zero measurement and a certified test gas mixture. The standard
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deviation of successive measurements of pure nitrogen was 0.2 %. The zero measurement

depends strongly on the baseline stability, which deviated by 50 ppm for nitrogen gas. The

results of the test gas analysis are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Comparison and deviation from certified test gas (Linde AG, D 06237 Leuna) prepared in compliance with
DIN EN ISO 6141. The absolute deviations were below 0.16%.

gas
test gas

%

Raman

%

deviation

%

N2 1.12 0.96 0.16

O2 0.92 1.05 0.13

CO2 1.02 1.05 0.03

N2O 0.99 1.09 0.10

CH4 1.08 1.08 0.00

There were only small absolute deviations below 0.16 % from of the concentrations

obtained by Raman gas spectrometry and these obtained with several certified gas

chromatographic measurements. This quantifies the absolute accuracy of the cavity

enhanced Raman gas spectrometry setup.
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1.4 Closed Chamber Experiments

The evolution of gas atmospheres and fluxes are often more relevant than just

concentrations. One option to measure fluxes is to establish a closed system and to record

gas concentrations over time. The fluxes are obtainable even for very low gas concentrations

below the detection limit because of this enrichment process.

Figure 5: Example closed chamber measurement taken from a leaf dark respiration measurement of 13C labeled beech
mesocosms. Linear concentration courses of O2,

12CO2, and
13CO2 are shown. The flux is determined via linear fitting.

Enriching can be a very powerful tool to determine small changes, but it is limited to the

sample dependent range of linearity. This range turned out to be very big for the dark

respiration of leaves (Figure 5). The slopes of the linear fits with the respective errors are

O2: 2860±31 ppm/h, 12CO2: 2650±10 ppm/h, 13CO2: 112±7 ppm/h. Even the 13CO2 flux rate

can be obtained via long closed chamber enrichment, although its concentration is 20 times

lower in comparison to 12CO2. The uncertainty for oxygen is three times higher than that for

CO2, because uncertainty scales with the peak height and small oxygen changes in the range

of 30 ppm are detected on an underground signal of 205000 ppm (blue curve in Figure 5).

The underground signal for carbon dioxide is considerably smaller in comparison.
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Closed chamber experiments are often performed to obtain soil gas exchange rates.

However, they suffer from an underestimation of the soil gas rates38,39, because of diffusion

limits of the gases into the porous soil. This was investigated by other researchers and a non

steady state diffusion model was established38. In the present work, an exponential fit of the

type is used to determine the slope at time t = 0, which was assumed to

be the best representative of the actual soil gas flux.

Figure 6: Example soil respiration graph of a sandy loamy soil. The observed experimental oxygen and carbon dioxide
courses (squares and spheres) and their exponential fits (solid lines) are shown. Ambient air is the starting atmosphere
and is again measured as reference in the end.

The first derivative of this function is , the slope at t = 0 represents the gas

rate and is equal to . This data processing was automated in a LabVIEW program

to enable fast and reproducible processing of many datasets. The rates for oxygen and

carbon dioxide in Figure 6 are: O2: 1.48 %/h and CO2: 0.77 %/h.

Volume and leak test

The gas rates are obtained in volumetric units and need to be related to the sample and

have to be corrected by the total experimental gas volume. This volume is determined by an

overpressure test, which serves simultaneously as a leak test. A defined amount of gas

volume is injected into the closed system for this purpose and the pressure leap is

determined via the built in pressure sensor.
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Figure 7: Example graph for the pressure test (black dots) with pressure leap and decay for the determination of the total
volume and leak testing including an exponential decay fit (red curve)

In Figure 7, a glass syringe was used to inject a defined volume of 50 mL gas into the

experimental setup. This led to an end pressure of 1015 mbar and to an overpressure of

45 mbar, respectively. The total gas volume of the setup is derived from the isothermal

ideal gas equation:

with the ambient state (ambient pressure and volume of the syringe ) at the left

side:

A total volume of 1097±61 mL is obtained for three measurements for the example in Figure

7, which is consistent for a setup that consisted of an 1 L glass serum bottle, spectrometer

and tubing.

Leakproofness can be assured with the same test. An exponential decay function

is fitted to analyze the decay rate of the overpressure which serves as a measure for the

leakproofness. The parameter c, the asymptote for the decay function, equals the ambient
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pressure; the parameter a is the overpressure at t = 0. The resulting decay rate b is

conveniently converted into the half life time of overpressure:

The resulting half life time for the above example in Figure 7 is 15.3 h. This test can be

considered a worst case scenario for a pressure gradient between the system and the

atmosphere. This gradient is in common experiments not larger than the weather

dependent atmospheric pressure variations which are in the range of 980…1000 mbar at the

local altitude40. This test was automated and delivers the total volume and the half life time

within some minutes depending on the desired tightness and the accuracy of the pressure

sensor, which is currently limited by its resolution of 0.3 mbar. These values are crucial for

closed chamber experiments.
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1.5 Selected Applications

1.5.1 Bacterial Respiration

The brief opening of the Herrenberg cave provided a unique opportunity to investigate

bacteria that lived in the absence of light for thousands of years [RK1, RK5]. A bilateral

collaboration combined the expertise of Raman spectroscopy and microbiology, such that

the biogenic mineral samples of different sites in the Herrenberg cave were supportively

investigated by near infrared Raman macrospectroscopy and confocal Raman microspectro

scopy [RK5] on the one hand and extracted cave bacteria were cultivated and investigated in

terms of respiration and mineral formation [RK1] on the other hand.

The extracted cave bacteria (Arthrobacter sulfonivorans) were cultivated in a liquid growth

medium which was optimized to best represent the cave environment. The respiration in the

headspace above this medium was monitored with cavity enhanced Raman gas analysis.

Oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations over time were obtained. The concentrations

were differentiated with respect to time yielding the according respiration velocities. Two

maxima were detected for the pleomorphic (two stage) lifecycle of A. sulfonivorans,

whereas a single stage lifecycle bacterium (Pseudomonas fluorescens) yielded only one

maximum (see Fig. 2 in [RK1]).

The bacteria precipitated calcium carbonate which was investigated with Raman macro and

microspectroscopy. Near infrared (1064 nm) Raman macrospectroscopy was applied for

fluorescence free spectra acquisition of the averaged sample composition. The carbonate

valence vibration in the Raman spectra around 1086 cm 1 indicated that a high amount of

calcium carbonate precipitates as the thermodynamically instable mineral vaterite first. The

stable form calcite was exclusively detected in later samples in contrast. This shows that

calcium carbonate crystallizes first as vaterite which transforms to the stable calcite later.

Single carbonate crystals could be targeted with 532 nm Raman microspectroscopy. The

microscopic results indicated that the bacteria serve as nuclei for the crystallization of

biogenic vaterite. Epitaxial growth of further calcium carbonate happens preferably in form

of calcite. This was exemplarily shown with a chemical Raman image showing a vaterite

crystal which is surrounded by epitaxial calcite.
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In summary, Raman spectrometry sterile monitored the gaseous headspace for oxygen and

carbon dioxide changes on the one hand and determined the solid microcrystal composition

on the other hand. The Raman gas spectrometry revealed differences in the life cycle of the

pleomorphic bacteria versus one stage lifecycle bacteria. Raman macro and micro

spectroscopy discovered the mechanism of vaterite and calcite precipitation. This gave

valuable hints on the functioning of biomineralization inside cave wall biofilms and may

explain the crystal size in the micrometer range and the macroscopic shape of karstic cave

walls. No other technique owns this analyte versatility.
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1.5.2 13CO2 Labeling of Plants

The counter ecosystem function to bacterial and plant respiration is the photosynthesis of

green plants. This is exploited in ecophysiological studies as introduction pathway for the

labeling with stable mass isotope 13C [RK2] by photosynthetic assimilation of 13CO2. This

procedure has many advantages for the investigation of the flow of resources: The stable

mass isotope is the perfect inert label, because it is not radioactive, not decomposable and

has no significant influence on the subject’s metabolism.

Unfortunately, stable mass isotopes are hard to distinguish from their abundant isotope,

which makes it difficult to sense them in any other way than mass resolved. The common

analytic method is mass spectrometry, mostly coupled to gas chromatographic separation

(GC MS). With some modifications, it is also possible to sense the O2/N2 ratio as the other

important gas related to photosynthesis. However, this coupled technique is bulky, slow,

consumptive, expensive, and a complex calibration of the non linear mass spectrometer

response with special test gases is necessary. These disadvantages may be overcome by

Raman gas spectrometry with fast spectral separation of all gases. The mass isotopes in

particular are spectrally shifted, because the molecular vibration frequency is altered by

altered reduced mass of the molecule. The Raman spectrum of CO2 is marked by a Fermi

diad, due to the coupling of deformation overtone and valence vibration (see Fig. 1B in

[RK2]). The mass change of carbon induces a change in the intensity distribution of the diad

as well as an altered spectral position. This allows the quantitative spectral separation in the

Raman spectrum of the chemically almost identical isotopes within labeling experiments.

The 13CO2 labeling was performed in a sealed chamber which was integrated into a gas cycle

with the Raman gas cavity. Saplings of Populus trichocarpa were placed inside the chamber

and 13CO2 was released. The concentrations of nitrogen, oxygen, 12CO2 and 13CO2 were

recorded via Raman gas monitoring (see Fig. 1 in [RK2]). The important peak values of 13CO2

around 380 ppm were resolved and it could be assured that they do not exceed a CO2

concentration limit of 400 ppm. The second dose was administered as the Raman 13CO2

concentration fell below 100 ppm.

Two separate labeling runs were performed in total (see Fig. 3 in RK[2]). The second run

yielded an overall oxygen production of 0.38 mol/d, and 63 % of the 13CO2 were consumed in
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te = 17.2 min. A lower overall oxygen production of 0.35 mol/d and a slower 13CO2 uptake of

te = 23.5 min were measured for the first run in comparison. This is explained by the lower

mean light intensity (photosynthetic active radiation, PAR) and the lower total leaf area

inside the chamber for the first run. The 13CO2 uptake was stated based on the exponential

decay time. This time was obtained by exponential fitting of the decay curves. That worked

exceptionally well, because of the high time resolution of the optical measurement leading

to highly resolved decays and good quality fits.

The labeled plants were further investigated by leaf dark respiration measurements with

only little changes to the setup. A dark container of one liter size was used to enclose a

defined leaf area. The oxygen and carbon dioxide concentration courses were measured and

respiration rates were calculated based on the leaf area that is covered by gas exchanging

stomata. The mean CO2 and O2 rates were 1.8 μmol m 2h 1 for immature leaves and

0.7 μmol m 2h 1 for mature leaves, what is in good agreement with values reported in

literature. Furthermore, Raman gas spectrometry provides an opportunity to calculate the

respiratory quotient (RQ) due to the additional quantification of oxygen fluxes. The

respiratory quotient is defined as the amount of released carbon dioxide divided by the

amount of consumed oxygen. It can characterize the type of combusted substrate. In the

dark, leaves combust starch and other carbohydrates that they generated by photosynthesis

during daylight. Carbohydrates produce an RQ of one, what was approved by in situ Raman

gas measurements. Determinations of RQ own a huge potential for further ecophysiological

studies that are running to date.

In summary the short communication [RK2] briefly proves, that Raman gas spectrometry is a

valuable tool for ecophsiological studies including the comprehensive monitoring of labeling

experiments, dual respiration rate determination, and RQ determination.
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1.5.3 Monitoring of a Complex Ecosystem

Photosynthesis and leaf dark respiration were separately investigated in this third chapter. In

the third publication, [RK3], a complex ecosystem consisting of both peat soil and sphagnum

moss as green plant, was monitored. It is demonstrated, that a proper multi gas analysis can

lead to valuable multivariate ecosystem data.

Monitoring of peatland areas is important, because they store in an area of only 3 % of the

global land surface approximately one third of the world’s soil carbon. Peat bogs act as

carbon sink, because they fix carbon dioxide in a growing organic peat layer. The peat has to

be covered by water, since this carbon fixation is an anoxic process. The global warming and

agricultural land use lead to drained and desiccated peat layers, which then change their

ecosystem function from carbon sink to strong CO2 source due to the aeration and therewith

oxidation of the organic matter. This CO2 emission risk and the high methane production of

peat bogs constitute how important the gas related specification considering soil respiration,

photosynthesis, and methanogenesis of peat areas is. The on site characterization should be

done via portable gas sensors, which are able to quantify the occurring biogenic gas mixtures

(N2, O2, CO2, CH4). Raman gas analysis is supposed to be able to supplement the existing non

dispersive infrared techniques for CO2 and CH4.

To prove this hypothesis, a peat bog column experiment was performed. A sample of the

peat bog including the sphagnum was carefully cored and transferred into a transparent

acrylic cylinder. The column was incubated at room temperature under varying light

conditions. A gas cycle between the Raman cavity and the headspace of the column was

established. The gas phase monitoring lasted for four hours and N2, O2, CO2 and CH4 were

monitored.

The interdependence of oxygen and carbon dioxide was of particular interest (Fig. 2 in

[RK3]). The intense light at the beginning of the experiment promoted photosynthesis and

decreased CO2 concentration to the plant specific CO2 compensation point of 170 ppm. The

maximum slopes around 3.3 μmol m 2h 1 represent the maximum photosynthesis rate of the

sphagnum as a C3 shade pant. The amount of soil respiration (0.2 μmol m 2 h 1) was

indirectly quantifiable during the period of steady CO2 concentration by the slope of the

oxygen concentration, because soil CO2 is immediately transformed into O2 by
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photosynthesis. Leaf dark respiration was quantified in the last period during the total

absence of light. The sum respiration (3.2 μmol m 2h 1) equals soil and leaf respiration and

leaf respiration (3.0 μmol m 2h 1) by subtracting the already known soil respiration.

Besides the interesting results due to simultaneous oxygen and carbon dioxide

quantification, diffusion induced difficulties of standalone CO2 quantifications were

encountered (for details see [RK3]) and an enrichment of methane in the headspace was

quantified and normalized to the emitting soil area (0.11 μmol m 2h 1) and could therefore

serve as a parameter in climate models.

In summary, Raman gas spectrometry was proven to be a versatile and superior toolkit for

the investigation of the dynamics of greenhouse gas fluxes and for the elucidation of

complex biogeochemical processes.
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1.5.4 Fiber enhanced Ramanmulti gas spectrometry

The amplification of the optical field has happened inside an optical cavity up to this point of

the thesis. Now this method shall be compared with an alternative approach for sensitive

Raman multi gas spectrometry: the enhancement of the Raman signal inside a hollow core

photonic bandgap fiber. The two methods are both based on Raman gas spectrometry,

however signal amplification is accomplished in different ways.

Hollow optical fibers feature the following advantages for Raman gas sensing: guiding of the

analyte, minimal sample volumes, guiding of exciting laser light, almost complete spatial

overlap of light and analyte, and guiding of the inelastically scattered light in the framework

of the numerical aperture. That suggests the “enrichment” of Raman light and therefore

scaling sensitivity with increased fiber lengths.

A setup was built on an optical table to prove the applicability of Fiber enhanced Raman gas

sensing to environmental gas analysis and breath gas analysis. The optical part of this setup

(see Figure 1 in [RK5]) consisted of a 2.8 W 532 nm Nd:YAG laser, telescope, dichroic beam

splitter, microscope objective and a liquid nitrogen cooled spectrometer. This focused the

laser light into the hollow core of a photonic bandgap fiber. The backscattered Raman light

was collected via the same microscope objective, passed a pinhole and an edge filter and

was finally focused into a spectrometer. The gas part of the setup consisted of a

sophisticated adapter (see Figure 2 in [RK5]) featuring four ports: two ports are connected to

gas, what allows gas filling of the fiber and flushing of the system. One central port holds the

fiber in place with outstanding spatial stability in the sub micrometer range. The fourth port

has a sealed optical window and allows the exciting laser light to be focused into the fiber

core and allows the Raman scattered light to be collected by the microscope objective. The

gas was filled into the fiber core by a syringe pump supporting pressures up to ten bar.

The whole setup was intended to push todays detection limits of fiber enhanced Raman gas

spectrometry and was not optimized for size. The whole setup is therefore much bulkier and

immobile compared to the cavity enhanced miniaturized mobile setup.

As a result, linear scaling of the Raman gas signal with laser power and partial pressure was

observed (Figure 3 in [RK5]), equally to the cavity based approach (see Figures 4 and 5 in this

thesis). To prove the simultaneous multi gas detection capabilities, a certified test gas
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mixture consisting of five gases was measured. Each gas had a concentration of 1 %. The

gases in the resulting spectrum in Figure 4 in [RK5] were spectrally well separated due to the

higher spectral resolution. This doesn’t theoretically improve the limit of detection, because

the peak area is unaffected by its broadness. However, unideal influences like drifting

baseline and not normally distributed baseline noise leads to higher signal to noise ratios for

high resolved systems. The sub inverse centimeter resolution of the FERS setup allowed the

observation of the natural 14N15N and 13CO2 isotopes in human breath. These are promising

results, considering that especially the nitrogen isotope breath gas analysis is not extensively

explored yet.

The “analytical power” of the two methods can be compared by normalizing the obtained

LODs to laser power, pressure and measurement time.

Table 3: Comparison of CERS and FERS with respect to the obtainable LOD. The LOD was normalized to time, laser power
and pressure to improve comparability.

CERS FERS

laser power I 50 2000 mW

pressure p 1 20 bar

measurement time t 100 1000 ms

LOD 48 4 ppm

1 160 ppm*W*bar*

The analytical efficiency of CERS is over one hundred times higher than that of FERS. It

achieves lower LODs, which is mainly due to the low exciting laser power and the massive

optical field enhancement in the cavity. Generally spoken, the finesse of optical cavities

outruns the losses of optical fibers to date. However, the miniaturized cavity approach in this

thesis is limited to the low laser power and to low pressures what renders the fiber method

more sensitive in most common measurements.
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1.5.5 Calcite Biomineralization by Bacterial Isolates

This publication [RK5] by the Limnology department of the Institute of Ecology in Jena is the

predecessor of [RK1]. It evolved in a bilateral cooperation with the objective to investigate

the bacterial cultures and biomineral precipitation. The recent opening of the pristine carstic

Herrenberg cave allowed discovering an unperturbed habitat containing bacteria that lived

in the absence of light for about twenty million years. The cave walls are covered by a

microbiological active biofilm which rules the biomineralization process and substantially

determines the actual shape of the cave.

Solid cave samples of different cave locations from stalactites, cave wall, ceiling and floor

were taken and investigated by Fourier Transform (FT) Raman spectroscopy and FT infrared

(IR) spectroscopy for their mineral composition. 1064 nm FT Raman was used, because it

allows the fluorescence free imaging of complex samples. As a result of IR spectroscopy, the

samples were separated into two groups: sediments and stalactite samples. The sediment

samples consisted of a varying mixture of muscovite, quartz, and another component which

may be dolomite, calcite or aragonite, what is hard to distinguish with IR spectroscopy. The

deformation vibration in FT Raman spectroscopy finally determined the last component to

be calcite. Only carbonate bands at 1450 cm 1 and 870 cm 1 were found in the IR spectra of

stalactite samples. Again, these carbonates were identified to be calcite (bands at 1085 cm 1

and 713 cm 1) by FT Raman spectroscopy. FT Raman imaging of a polished stalactite surface

yielded a homogeneous undisturbed calcite distribution.

This cooperation was extended and one of nine isolated bacterial species (Arthobacter

sulfonivorans) was investigated in more detail in terms of gas exchange and

biomineralization in [RK1].
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1.6 Conclusion and Outlook

The application of an innovative design of a miniaturized and extremely robust gas sensor

based on cavity enhanced Raman spectrometry is introduced. The versatility of the new

sensor allows online, simultaneous identification and quantification of various biogenic gases

and volatiles in a wide range of concentrations and without cross sensitivity. The different

experiments in which this instrument has been applied demonstrate its stability for a range

of important environmental research questions. In particular, the ability to simultaneously

measure O2 and N2 besides other gases like CO2 and the ability of real time, in situ

measurements using isotope labels with a comparable inexpensive sensor is unique. The

application of stable isotope tracers, such as used in the examples with 13C, provides a

powerful tool for understanding metabolic pathways, using low flow rates and small sample

volumes in closed systems. All this is possible because Raman spectra are based on the

characteristic inherent molecular vibrations of the measured gases such that the

measurement does not influence or disturb the experimental site by the consumption of

gases, labels or transducers. Fast analysis of gas exchange processes is possible, since time

consuming sampling and sample preparation steps are not necessary. Also long term gas

observations can be performed due to stable linear calibration with no saturation and aging

effects. It was shown that Raman gas spectrometry provides versatility, while at the same

time portability is maintained by miniaturized instrument components and low power

consumption. The comparably simple calibration and the straightforward handling allow

focusing on the actual experiment rather than on the gas quantification. The experiments

demonstrated that Raman spectrometry enables the simultaneous investigation of various

gases produced and/or consumed by plants and microbes in controlled laboratory studies

and in complex ecosystems. Miniaturization and low power consumption constitute a high

potential for on field measurement campaigns. This method is urgently needed and will

contribute in the future to the elucidation of complex and strongly interdependent

environmental processes.
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2 Zusammenfassung
Die Cavity verstärkte Raman Spektrometrie ist eine neue Technik mit vielen Vorteilen

gegenüber den etablierten Gasmesstechniken. Die sensitive Gasdetektion durch Raman

Spektroskopie ist eine besondere Herausforderung, da Gase im Vergleich zur kondensierten

Phase eine besonders niedrige Moleküldichte aufweisen und zusätzlich nur wenige

Photonen inelastisch, im Sinne des Raman Effekts, gestreut werden. Die Verstärkung der

Lichtintensität durch eine optische Cavity macht die Raman Spektroskopie für die

anwendungsorientierte Quantifizierung von Gasen nutzbar, indem der niedrige

Streuquerschnitt durch eine um drei bis vier Größenordnungen höhere Lichtintensität

kompensiert wird. Durch diesen Aufwand werden die Vorteile der Raman Spektroskopie für

die Gasanalytik zugänglich. Zu den Vorteilen gehört die Universalität, das heißt die Fähigkeit

nahezu alle Gase simultan zu quantifizieren. Diese resultiert aus der speziellen Auswahlregel

der Raman Streuung, dass sich die Polarisierbarkeit der Moleküle während der Schwingung

ändern muss. Diese wird von allen mehratomigen Gasmolekülen erfüllt. Keine andere

Technik ist in der Lage diese Fülle von Gasen abzudecken. Insbesondere die homoatomaren

Gase sind mit herkömmlichen Techniken schwierig zu quantifizieren und es werden

Speziallösungen notwendig, welche sich dann meist auf ein einzelnes Gas beschränken. Zu

den interessanten zweiatomigen Gasen gehören Stickstoff, Sauerstoff und Wasserstoff und

deren Isotope. Diese und andere Gase können mit einer hohen Messgeschwindigkeit online

bis zu 30 Hz erfasst werden, was durch die schnelle optische Technik und schnelle Elektronik

realisiert wird. Dies spielt vor allem bei schnellen Änderungen der Gaskonzentrationen eine

Rolle. Die Gaskonzentrationen skalieren linear mit analytischen Kenngrößen wie der

Bandenhöhe beziehungsweise der Bandenfläche, was am Beispiel Kohlendioxid gezeigt

wurde. Für die Bestimmung der Gaskonzentrationen wurde ein least square Fit des

gesamten Spektrums durchgeführt, was zusätzlich zum verbesserten Signal Rausch

Verhältnis die ohnehin sehr gute Spezifität weiter steigert indem zusätzlich schwache aber

sehr spezifische Banden zur automatisierten Auswertung hinzugezogen werden. Diese

extreme Spezifität wird durch die sehr gute Unterscheidbarkeit der chemisch fast

identischen Isotope deutlich. Auch das Isotopensignal skaliert linear mit der Konzentration.

Die Linearität ermöglicht eine einfache, schnelle und günstige Einpunktkalibration mit

Reingasen und mit hinreichender Genauigkeit für die meisten Anwendungen, wie im
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weiteren Verlauf der Arbeit gezeigt wird. Die hohe Linearität ist der Raman Streuung

inhärent und umfasst den gesamten dynamischen Bereich. Der dynamische Bereich reicht

von reinen Gasen bis zu einer Konzentration von etwa 50 ppm (gasabhängig) und umfasst

damit fast sieben Größenordungen, was den meisten anderen Gasmesstechniken weit

überlegen ist. Die Methode wurde durch drei Punkte validiert: Blindwert, Reingas und

mittels eines zertifizierten Testgases, welches aus einer Mischung aus fünf Gasen mit einer

Volumenkonzentration von je einem Prozent bestand.

Diese neue Gasmesstechnik wurde in verschiedenen Experimenten getestet. Zuerst wurde

der respiratorische mikrobielle Gasumsatz von Pseudomonas sp. und Arthrobacter sp.

quantifiziert [RK1]. Durch die Gasmessungen konnten die herkömmlichen Messungen der

optischen Dichte zur Bakterienzahlbestimmung mit den Atmungsraten verglichen werden.

Die Atmungsraten beinhalten sowohl Sauerstoff als auch Kohlendioxid und zeigten die

gleiche bakterielle Lag Phase an, waren aber im weiteren Verlauf des Experiments

unbeeinflusst von Trübungen durch die Fällung von Calciumcarbonat. Die Atmungsraten

korrelierten mit dem Lebenszyklus der Bakterien. Das einstufige Bakterium hatte ein

Maximum in der Aktivität, das zweistufige zeigte zwei Maxima. Die Atmungsmessungen

profitieren hierbei von der simultanen Quantifizierung von Sauerstoff und Kohlendioxid.

Neben der Atmung besitzt die Isotopenmarkierung eine große Bedeutung für die Aufklärung

von Stoffwechselvorgängen in Organismen. Pflanzen werden oft mit 13CO2 markiert, welches

photosynthetisch assimiliert wird. In einem übergeordneten Experiment sollte mittels
13CO2 Markierung geklärt werden, ob die Verteidigungsmechanismen einer Pappelart aus

gespeicherten oder aus frisch synthetisierten Abwehrstoffen basiert. In [RK2] war es dazu

wichtig, zwischen 12CO2 und 13CO2 diskriminieren zu können. Die 13CO2 Markierung wurde

verfolgt und wichtige Daten konnten online erhalten werden. Dazu gehören die maximale

CO2 Konzentration, welche einen bestimmten Wert nicht übersteigen sollte und die Dauer

der 13CO2 Aufnahme für das Timing des Experiments. Im Anschluss konnte die gleiche

Methode für die Quantifizierung der Dunkelatmung verwendet werden. Es stellte sich

heraus, dass junge Blätter eine fast doppelt so hohe Atmungsaktivität im Vergleich zu

ausgewachsenen Blättern haben und dass der respiratorische Quotient, ein wichtiger
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Indikator für die Art des verbrannten Substrats, bei eins lag, was für die Verbrennung von

Kohlenhydraten, z.B. Stärke, schließen lässt.

Die Messung von mehreren Gasen inklusive derer Massenisotope kann zur Kenntnis von

mehreren Parametern eines Systems führen. Das kann zur umfassenden Charakterisierung

von komplexen Systemen genutzt werden. Stellvertretend für ein komplexes Ökosystem war

eine Torfmoorprobe in einem Mesokosmos [RK3]. Diese Probe bestand aus einer grünen

Pflanze (Torfmoos), einer hochatmungsaktiven wassergesättigten Torfschicht, welche

methanogene Mikroorganismen in anoxischen Mikrozonen enthielt. Durch das Gas

Monitoring bei drei verschiedenen Lichtverhältnissen konnten viele spezifische Parameter in

kürzester Zeit erhalten werden, wie die maximale Photosyntheseaktivität des Torfmooses,

die Dunkelatmungsrate des Torfmooses, die Bodenatmungsrate und die

Methanogeneserate.

Zuletzt wurde die Cavity verstärkte Raman Spektrometrie mit der faserverstärkten

Ramanspektrometrie verglichen [RK4]. Dabei stellte sich heraus, dass der Cavity basierte

Ansatz energieffizienter und miniaturisierbarer ist, wohingegen die Verstärkung mit einer

photonischen Hohlkernfaser zu deutlich verringerten Nachweisgrenzen und niedrigeren

Probenvolumina führt.

Zusammenfassend zeigt diese Arbeit, dass die Cavity verstärkte Raman Gasspektrometrie

ein wertvolles Instrument für die Quantifizierung von biogenen Gasen in den

verschiedensten Anwendungsszenarios ist. Diese Methode hat das Potenzial neben der

Gaschromatografie eine universelle Standardgasanalysemethode in der analytischen Chemie

zu werden.
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3 Publications
The publications are structured by the intricacy of the investigated biological system. The

first three publications [RK1...3] describe the application of Raman gas sensing to respiring

bacteria [RK1], photosynthesis and isotope monitoring [RK2] and monitoring of a complex

ecosystem [RK3]. The benefits of utilizing an optical fiber to enhanced Raman gas

spectrometry was evaluated in [RK4]. In the collaboration publication [RK5], we contributed

Raman and infrared measurements of solid biogenic samples. This collaboration was

extended to Raman gas measurements in the headspace of bacteria, which eventually led to

the publication of [RK1].
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3.1 Raman Spectroscopy An Innovative and Versatile Tool To Follow the

Respirational Activity and Carbonate Biomineralization of Important

Cave Bacteria [RK1]

Robert Keiner, Torsten Frosch, Stefan Hanf, Denise M. Akob, Kirsten Küsel, Jürgen Popp

Anal. Chem. 2013, 85, 18, 8708 8714

Reprinted with kind permission of the American Chemical Society.
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3.2 Enhanced Raman multigas sensing – a novel tool for control and

analysis of 13CO2 labeling experiments in environmental research

[RK2]

Robert Keiner, Torsten Frosch, Tara Massad, Sue Trumbore, Jürgen Popp

Analyst 2013, 139, 16, 3813 4019

Reprinted with kind permission of the Royal Society Of Chemistry.
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3.3 Investigation of Gas Exchange Processes in Peat Bog Ecosystems by

Means of Innovative Raman Gas Spectroscopy [RK3]

Torsten Frosch, Robert Keiner, Beate Michalzik, Bernhard Fischer, Jürgen Popp

Anal. Chem. 2013, 85, 3, 1295 1299

Reprinted with kind permission of the American Chemical Society.
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3.4 Fiber enhanced Raman multi gas spectroscopy – a versatile tool for

environmental gas sensing and breath analysis [RK4]

Stefan Hanf, Robert Keiner, Di Yan, Jürgen Popp, Torsten Frosch

Anal. Chem. 2014, 5278 5285

Reprinted with kind permission of the American Chemical Society.
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3.5 Calcite Biomineralization by Bacterial Isolates from the Recently

Discovered Pristine Karstic Herrenberg Cave [RK5]

Anna Rusznyák, Denise M. Akob, Sándor Nietzsche, Karin Eusterhues, Kai Uwe Totsche,

Thomas R. Neu, Torsten Frosch, Jürgen Popp, Robert Keiner, Jörn Geletneky, Lutz

Katzschmann, Ernst Detlef Schulze, Kirsten Küsel

Appl. Environ. Microbiol. 2012, 78, 4, 1157–1167

Reprinted with kind permission of the American Society for Microbiology.
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